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Although inbreeding can reduce individual fitness and contribute to population extinction, gene flow
between inbred but unrelated populations may overcome these effects. Among extant Mexican wolves
(Canis lupus baileyi ), inbreeding had reduced genetic diversity and potentially lowered fitness, and as a
result, three unrelated captive wolf lineages were merged beginning in 1995. We examined the effect of
inbreeding and the merging of the founding lineages on three fitness traits in the captive population and on
litter size in the reintroduced population. We found little evidence of inbreeding depression among captive
wolves of the founding lineages, but large fitness increases, genetic rescue, for all traits examined among F1
offspring of the founding lineages. In addition, we observed strong inbreeding depression among wolves
descended from F1 wolves. These results suggest a high load of deleterious alleles in the McBride lineage,
the largest of the founding lineages. In the wild, reintroduced population, there were large fitness
differences between McBride wolves and wolves with ancestry from two or more lineages, again indicating
a genetic rescue. The low litter and pack sizes observed in the wild population are consistent with this
genetic load, but it appears that there is still potential to establish vigorous wild populations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Inbreeding reduces the fitness of wild (Keller & Waller
2002), captive (Ralls et al. 1988) and experimental
populations (Lacy et al. 1996), and increases the risk of
population extinction ( Newman & Pilson 1997; Saccheri
et al. 1998). Inbred populations may have fitness restored
by immigration of unrelated individuals ( Wang et al. 1999;
Whitlock et al. 2000), a phenomenon termed ‘genetic
rescue’ ( Tallmon et al. 2004). Support for genetic rescue
comes from experiments in which fitness was increased
following translocation of outbred individuals into small,
declining wild populations with low fitness ( Westemeier
et al. 1998; Madsen et al. 1999, 2004; Hogg et al. 2006).
Populations with a history of small size may have a high
fixed, or nearly fixed, load of deleterious alleles, and the
detrimental effect of additional inbreeding may be limited
(Hedrick 1994; Hedrick & Kalinowski 2000). Small
populations isolated from one another, however, are
expected to become fixed for deleterious alleles at different
loci. In this case, crosses between inbred populations may
produce offspring with increased fitness, resulting in
genetic rescue. Whereas the effects of inbreeding in
small populations may be a cause for concern among
conservation managers, the prospect of fitness restoration
and reduced extinction risk resulting from renewed gene
flow may offer new conservation opportunities.

Mexican wolf (Canis lupus baileyi ), an endangered
subspecies of grey wolf, is the most genetically distinct
subspecies in North America (Leonard et al. 2005).
Human activities throughout its range reduced and
isolated Mexican wolf populations such that by 1925
they were rare in the United States (Brown 1983), and by
the 1950s their range and numbers in Mexico were greatly
reduced (Leopold 1959). By 1980, fewer than 50 wild
Mexican wolves were thought to remain in isolated groups
spread across four Mexican states (McBride 1980).
Surveys in Mexico since then have failed to detect
Mexican wolves.
All Mexican wolves alive today originated from three
captive lineages founded between 1961 and 1980 by a
total of seven wolves (Hedrick et al. 1997). These lineages
were managed independently until 1995 when the Aragón
and Ghost Ranch lineages were merged into the McBride
lineage (Hedrick et al. 1997). By this time, each lineage
had accumulated substantial levels of inbreeding (see the
electronic supplementary material, figure S1) and the
heterozygosity at microsatellite markers was about one
half of that observed in northern grey wolves ( Wayne &
Vila 2003).
Pairings between lineages began in 1995 with the first
F1 pups (those resulting from pairings between lineages)
being born in 1997 (figure S1). Since then, F1 wolves have
been bred among themselves, backcrossed to McBride
wolves, and bred with cross-lineage wolves (wolves with
ancestry from two or more lineages other than F1 wolves).
The initial goal was for the merged population to have
10% of its ancestry from each of the Aragón and Ghost
Ranch lineages. Upon review of the fitness effects of the
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merger, ancestry from these lineages could be increased to
a maximum of 25% each. At the end of 2005, the captive
population numbered about 300 wolves, held in 48
facilities throughout the USA and Mexico. Releases of
captive-bred Mexican wolves to re-establish a wild
population began in Arizona in 1998 (Interagency Field
Team 2005). Initial releases were from the McBride
lineage and releases of cross-lineage wolves began in 2000.
At the end of 2006, there were nine known packs of wild
Mexican wolves in Arizona and New Mexico (Hedrick &
Fredrickson in press).
Here, we used data collected over 44 years from the
Mexican wolf captive breeding program and from the first
9 years (1998–2006) of the reintroduction program to
look for evidence of inbreeding depression among
Mexican wolves as well as genetic rescue from merging
the three lineages. We addressed four questions: (i) did
captive wolves from the McBride and Ghost Ranch
founding lineages show inbreeding depression? Furthermore, did inbred descendants of crosses between lineages
show inbreeding depression? (ii) Did crosses between
captive wolves of different lineages produce wolves with
increased fitness? (iii) Did Mexican wolves in the
reintroduced population show inbreeding depression?
(iv) Did cross-lineage wolves have greater fitness than
McBride lineage wolves in the reintroduced population?

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
For the captive population, we investigated the effects of
demographic and inbreeding variables on three fitness traits:
the probability of live birth, litter size and pup survival to
180 days. We determined values of fitness traits and
demographic covariates from the Mexican wolf studbook
(Siminski 2005). Demographic covariates and inbreeding
models considered in the analyses of each trait are listed in the
electronic supplementary material, table S1.
For the reintroduced population, ‘litter size’ was the
maximum number of pups observed with a pair from April
through November. For two litters, the number of pups was
determined from post-mortem examination of the mother.
Only pairs that were free-ranging during the breeding season,
and at least the month before, were included. Three females
that conceived in the wild were captured and brought into
captivity shortly before giving birth, and the numbers of pups
in these litters were determined while in captivity. Inbreeding
coefficients ( f ) for captive and wild wolves were estimated
from pedigree information. Parentage of wild-born wolves
was determined from genetic markers by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS). All statistical analyses were
calculated using SAS v. 9.1.3.
(a) Estimating the effects of inbreeding
We used generalized estimating equations (GEE, Hardin &
Hilbe 2003) to estimate the effects of inbreeding on the
probability of live birth and litter size in the captive
population, and on the litter size of wild pairs. GEE is an
extension of generalized linear models for use when data are
longitudinal or clustered (Hardin & Hilbe 2003). Logistic
and identity link functions were used to model the probability
of producing live pups and litter sizes, respectively. We used
PROC GENMOD to calculate GEE regressions.
To estimate the effects of inbreeding on survival of captive
wolves to 180 days, we used Cox’s proportional hazards models
Proc. R. Soc. B

with standard errors adjusted for non-independent failure times
within litters using the method of Lee et al. (1992). We
implemented Cox regressions using SAS PROC PHREG. For
additional information on estimation, see the electronic
supplementary material. To model the effects of inbreeding on
fitness, we used a multi-model approach in an information–
theoretic context (Burnham & Anderson 2002), in a two-step
process (see the electronic supplementary material). We
assessed the weight of evidence in support of the selected best
model being the actual best model within the set using Akaike
weights (w, Burnham & Anderson 2002), which range from 0
to 1, with greater values indicating greater support.
(b) Identifying fitness differences among
Mexican wolves
We looked for evidence of genetic rescue by comparing values
of fitness traits between F1 wolves (all resulting from crosses
between McBride and Ghost Ranch or McBride and Aragón)
and wolves from the McBride and Ghost Ranch lineages.
Genetic rescue occurred if the F1 fitness was greater than that
of inbred wolves from the founding lineages. For these
comparisons, we used two groups of McBride pairings.
‘Contemporary McBride’ pairings occurred from 1999 to
2003, had the greatest inbreeding levels, and coincided with
the cross-lineage pairings in this study (1999–2005). ‘Early
McBride’ pairings included those from 1981 to 1993 or a
minimally inbred subset. Similarly, Ghost Ranch litters were
divided into three groups: litters born to the founding female;
litters with intermediate levels of inbreeding; and maximally
inbred litters. Similar information was not available for
analysis of Aragón wolves.

3. RESULTS
(a) Inbreeding effects on the captive
founding lineages
Inbreeding appeared to have weak or no fitness effects on
captive wolves from the founding lineages. For McBride
wolves, there was some evidence that inbreeding in the sire
and dam had small effects on the probability of producing
live pups (NZ180 pairings, 89 litters). The best model
included only two dichotomous demographic variables,
but support for this model was weak (wZ0.22). The
second and third best models included the level of
inbreeding in the sire (wZ0.19, electronic supplementary
material, figure S2a) and the mean of inbreeding levels in
the dam and sire (wZ0.17), respectively, in addition to the
two demographic variables from the best model. The odds
ratios for the two models indicated that the odds of failing
to produce live pups increased by factors of 1.76 and 2.11,
respectively, for an increase in f by 0.1.
To investigate effects of inbreeding on the probability of
live birth within Ghost Ranch and Aragón lineage wolves,
we used 51 pairings between McBride and Ghost Ranch
or McBride and Aragón wolves (MB!GR, MB!AR) and
52 contemporary pairings among McBride lineage wolves
(31 total litters produced). The results provided some
evidence that inbreeding in sires reduced the probability of
live birth, but little evidence of inbreeding effects in the
dams. The best model included inbreeding in the sire, but
support was weak (wZ0.39). This model suggested that
the odds of failing to produce live pups were 1.51 and 5.68
times greater among Aragón and Ghost Ranch sires,
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Figure 1. Probability of live birth among F1!F1 pairings (black bar) relative to other pairings by F1 wolves (stippled bars) and
McBride (MB) lineage pairings (open bars). The p-values are for pairwise comparisons with F1!F1 pairings.

respectively, than among McBride sires (electronic
supplementary material, figure S2b).
Analyses of litter size within Ghost Ranch and McBride
lineage wolves provided evidence for a small effect of
inbreeding on Ghost Ranch litters, but no effect on
McBride litters. For Ghost Ranch litters (NZ39), the best
model (wZ0.80) and second best model (wZ0.19)
included inbreeding effects in the dam. The best model
suggested litter size declined by 0.32 pups with an increase
of 0.1 in the dam f. For McBride litters, the best model
included only demographic variables and had strong
support (wZ0.91). Finally, there was no evidence of
inbreeding effects on survival of Ghost Ranch pups and
only slight evidence for inbreeding effects on McBride
lineage pups (results not shown).
(b) Fitness effects of outbreeding among
captive wolves
Although inbreeding appeared to have little or no effects
on fitness in the founding lineages, F1 wolves showed large
fitness increases. The proportion of live births for pairings
between F1 wolves was 89% and 33% higher than that
observed among contemporary McBride pairings in zoos
and prerelease facilities, respectively (figure 1). Litters
from F1!F1 pairings averaged more than twice the size of
those from contemporary McBride wolves (7.5 versus 3.6,
pZ0.0001; figure 2b) and maximally inbred Ghost Ranch
litters (7.5 versus 3.5, pZ0.002; figure 2c). In addition,
pups born to cross-lineage dams had 18% and 21% higher
survival rates to 180 days than contemporary McBride
lineage pups in zoos and prerelease facilities, respectively
( pZ0.004, figure 3).
Fitness among F1 wolves was also higher than wolves
early in the McBride lineage with low levels of inbreeding.
Pairings between F1 wolves were more likely to produce
live pups than pairings among McBride wolves with little
inbreeding (1.0 versus 0.7, pZ0.06; figure 1). The F1!F1
and McBride pairings in this comparison were closely
matched in inbreeding levels (mean fmidparentsZ0.0 and
0.016, respectively). Litters from pairings between F1
wolves (mean fZ0.0 dams, 0.057 pups), were also larger
than those from early McBride lineage dams (7.5 versus
Proc. R. Soc. B

4.7, pZ0.003; figure 2b) producing litters with low
inbreeding (mean fZ0.074 dams, 0.156 pups), and pups
born to cross-lineage dams had greater survival than pups
early in the McBride lineage (figure 3).
Overall, however, F1 and cross-lineage wolves showed a
range of fitness levels for the three traits examined (figures
1–3). Pairings between McBride lineage dams and F1 sires
were least likely to produce pups and produced nearly the
smallest litters, and cross-lineage pups born to McBride
dams had the lowest survival among cross-lineage wolves.
These differences were significant when compared with
F1!F1 pairs for birth probability (1.0 versus 0.56, onetailed pZ0.02) and litter size (7.4 versus 4.2 pups, onetailed pZ0.02). Cross-lineage pups born to McBride
dams also had lower survival than pups born to crosslineage dams (pups born in zoos 0.85 versus 0.78, onetailed pZ0.04). In fact, the performance of McBride dams
in cross-lineage pairs showed no (birth probability) or only
small improvement (litter size and pup survival) over
contemporary McBride pairings (figures 1–3).
Surprisingly, pairings between F1 and cross-lineage
wolves (F1!cross) produced the smallest litters (4.1
pups) among cross-lineage wolves (figure 2a), even though
they had a relatively high probability of producing live
pups (0.75, figure 1). By contrast, pairs with F1 dams and
McBride sires averaged 5.7 pups per litter. This difference
in litter size may have resulted from higher dam inbreeding
in the former relative to the latter (mean fdamZ0.059
versus 0.0); litter inbreeding was similar between the two
pairing types (mean fpupZ0.149 versus 0.142).
(c) Inbreeding effects among captive
cross-lineage wolves
In contrast to wolves from the founding lineages,
inbreeding had strong effects on the fitness of crosslineage wolves. For the probability of producing live pups
(NZ54 pairings, 39 litters), the best two models (summed
wZ0.82) both indicated that inbreeding in the sire and
dam reduced mating success. For parents with no
inbreeding, the best model estimated the probability of
live birth as 0.96, but for parents with mean inbreeding of
0.1 and 0.2, the probability of live birth dropped to 0.68
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Figure 2. Litter sizes of F1!F1 pairings (black bars)
contrasted with (a) pairings between F1 and cross-lineage
wolves (fixed effects, pZ0.016), (b) early McBride (MB)
lineage pairings with low inbreeding and contemporary
McBride pairings (fixed effects, pZ0.0002), and (c) Ghost
Ranch (GR) pairings with intermediate and maximal
inbreeding levels (fixed effects pZ0.003). The p-values refer
to pairwise contrasts with F1!F1 pairings. Error bars show
standard errors.

and 0.18, respectively (figure S2c). Odds ratios from this
model indicated that the odds of failing to produce live
pups increased 9.9 times with fZ0.1 in the parents and
98.5 times with fZ0.2.
There was also evidence of strong inbreeding
depression in litter size among pairs including crosslineage wolves (NZ39 litters). The best model (wZ0.99)
indicated that inbreeding in the dam and pups affected
litter size, and that litter size declined by 2.8 pups with an
increase of 0.1 in f of the dam and pups.
For pups born to cross-lineage pairs, there was some
evidence that inbreeding in the dam increased mortality,
but there was no evidence that inbreeding in the pups
affected their survival. For dams with fZ0.1, the best
model suggested that pup survival declined 12.6% and
3.8% for pups in zoos and prerelease facilities, respectively, relative to dams with no inbreeding, but this model
had weak support (wZ0.20).
(d) Inbreeding and genetic rescue among
wild wolves
Inbreeding also had strong effects on observed litter
sizes in the reintroduced population. The best model
describing litter sizes (NZ39 litters) among wild pairs
included only inbreeding in the pups (figure 4). This
Proc. R. Soc. B

model had strong support (wO0.99) and the regression
coefficient ( fpup bZK8.23, 95% confidence interval
(CI): K12.20, K4.26) was highly significant ( p!0.0001).
Two variables related to wolf monitoring efforts failed to
substantially improve model fit relative to the constant only
model (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

4. DISCUSSION
In captive wolves of the McBride and Ghost Ranch
lineages, inbreeding appeared to have weak or no effects
on fitness. However, crosses between lineages produced
wolves with greatly increased fitness, indicating genetic
rescue. Subsequent inbreeding in cross-lineage wolves
resulted in reduced fitness, revealing a high genetic load,
the accumulation of deleterious or lethal alleles, not
apparent in the analyses of the founding lineages. In the
wild population, 52% more pups were observed among
packs producing cross-lineage pups than those producing
pure McBride lineage pups, underscoring the low fitness
of wolves with only McBride ancestry and the restored
fitness among cross-lineage wolves. Our study appears to
be the first to explore the fitness effects of crosses between
inbred but unrelated lineages in a wild vertebrate.
The range of inbreeding effects we observed was wide,
affecting the fitness of sires, dams and pups. The
apparently low mating success of inbred males probably
resulted in part from reduced fertility. Semen samples
from Mexican and generic grey wolves suggested that
inbred Mexican wolves had reduced sperm quality
(morphology and motility), and that some males may
have been functionally infertile (Asa et al. in press). This is
consistent with other studies that have found inbreeding or
heterozygosity effects on ejaculate quality (Roldan et al.
1998; Gage et al. 2006). Our finding that inbreeding levels
in the dam and pups affected litter size is consistent with
observations from mice (Lacy et al. 1996) and foxes
( Nordrum 1994) where maternal inbreeding was found to
increase loss of ova or embryos before implantation, and
pup inbreeding increased post-implantation mortality and
mortality in the first 3 days after birth. In contrast to the
strong negative effects of pup inbreeding on prenatal
survival among cross-lineage wolves, there was no
evidence of an effect of litter inbreeding on pup survival,
perhaps due to the relatively benign conditions in captivity
( Jimenez et al. 1994).
(a) Lethal equivalents
Among captive cross-lineage wolves, McBride ancestry
accounted for all inbreeding in dams and sires and 94.4%
of the total inbreeding in pups. McBride ancestry also
accounted for all inbreeding in wild litters. Consequently,
we calculated lethal equivalents (Morton et al. 1956) and
litter-reducing equivalents (Liberg et al. 2005) using GEE
for McBride ancestry only. For the probability of live
birth, we estimated 5.64 (95% CI: 0.83–10.43) and 3.65
(95% CI: 0.19–7.12) lethal equivalents for captive dams
and sires, respectively, in the McBride lineage, based on
54 pairings. In this context, a lethal equivalent is the
cumulative effects of deleterious alleles sufficient to
prevent a dam from producing live pups or a sire from
successfully mating.
To estimate the genetic load associated with litter size
among captive McBride lineage wolves, we used 23 litters
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(b) Causes of inbreeding depression and heterosis
in Mexican wolves
The Mexican wolf lineages may have been primed for
strong heterosis by the combination of small effective sizes
( Fredrickson 2007), isolation and rapid inbreeding in
captivity resulting in divergence between lineages and the
fixation of large numbers of moderately deleterious alleles
within lineages ( Wang et al. 1999; Whitlock et al. 2000).
Before being merged, the Aragón and Ghost Ranch
Proc. R. Soc. B
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Figure 4. Numbers of pups observed with wild wolf pairs and
estimated regression function. For pairs with more than one
litter, circles show mean litter sizes. Circle size reflects sample
size (1–5), with a total sample size of 39 litters.

lineages were fixed at 45% of microsatellite loci surveyed,
each lineage had substantial numbers of unique alleles,
and levels of genetic differentiation between the three
lineages were comparable to that seen between different
populations of northern grey wolves (Hedrick et al. 1997).
The presence of large heterotic effects among F1 wolves
suggested that many loci in the founding lineages were
differentially fixed or nearly fixed for deleterious alleles
( Whitlock et al. 2000), and that the increased fitness
among F1 offspring relative to contemporary inbred
individuals resulted from the masking of deleterious alleles
in heterozygotes ( Wang et al. 1999). The weak inbreeding
depression observed in the McBride and Ghost Ranch
lineages coupled with the strong inbreeding depression
within cross-lineage wolves is also consistent with a high
fixed load within each of the founding lineages. Theory
further predicts that the numbers of lethal equivalents will
be elevated in the F1 offspring, providing the potential for
strong inbreeding depression with renewed inbreeding
( Wang et al. 1999).
In addition to the fitness increases among F1 wolves
relative to inbred wolves from the McBride and Ghost
Ranch lineages, F1 wolves showed greater fitness than
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earlier outbred Mexican wolves. Litter sizes among F1!F1
pairings (meanZ7.45 pups) exceeded those from the
McBride and Ghost Ranch founding females (meanZ
3.40 and 6.71, respectively), pairings between outbred
offspring of the McBride founding female (5.12 pups),
and a sample of unborn wild litters from Mexico in the
1970s (meanZ6.75 pups, electronic supplementary
material, table S2). In addition, survival of pups born to
cross-lineage dams greatly exceeded survival of pups born
early in the McBride and Ghost Ranch lineages (figure 3),
but the greater survival of contemporary McBride versus
early McBride pups suggested that some of the observed
survival increases may have resulted from improvements
in animal husbandry over time. Although we have focused
on genetic rescue in Mexican wolves resulting from the
masking of deleterious alleles, it is hoped that the merging
of the three founding lineages also restored neutral genetic
variation and retained adaptive variation, thereby allowing
selection to act on the full range of genetic variation in
future generations, a phenomenon termed ‘genetic
restoration’ (Hedrick 2005).
(c) Reintroduction prospects for Mexican wolves
Thus far, the wild population has produced smaller pack
and litter sizes than other grey wolf populations in North
America, despite abundant prey in the reintroduction area
(Interagency Field Team 2005). Our results suggest that
this may result largely from the high fixed genetic load in
McBride lineage wolves. By the end of 2006, relatively few
cross-lineage wolves had been introduced, and one half of
the alpha wolves had only McBride ancestry. The heterotic
effects we observed suggested that cross-lineage wolves
have the potential to increase the population growth rate
and initiate a high effective migration rate of Ghost Ranch
and Aragón ancestry into the wild population
(Ingvarsson & Whitlock 2000; Saccheri & Brakefield
2002; Vila et al. 2003). This, however, has not occurred
largely due to high rates of human-caused mortality and
removals for management reasons ( USFWS 2005).
Therefore, it currently appears that there is the biological
potential in Mexican wolves to establish vigorous wild
populations if conflicts with humans can be resolved.
We appreciate data and cooperation from the USFWS,
SEMARNAT, the Mexican Wolf Species Survival Plan,
the Subcomite Tecnico Consultivo Nacional Para la
Recuperacion del Lobo Mexicano, and their member
institutions. P.W.H. thanks the Ullman Professorship for
their partial support during this research.
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